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Introduction
Lemon Duck is a modular cryptomining botnet with worm-like spreading capability. This botnet has been active since 
December 2018, targeting victims across the globe, including North America, South America, Africa, Europe, and Southeast 
Asia. It is a highly advanced mining botnet that drops an XMRig Monero miner as a final payload on its victims to generate 
revenue. Threat actors behind Lemon Duck updated their Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) in April 2021 to hide 
their botnet infrastructure and related malicious activities. At the same time, FortiGuard MDR team discovered many 
intrusions by Lemon Duck threat actors using novel obfuscation techniques. This article details the phases of the intrusion and 
the tactics and techniques employed by Lemon Duck botnet threat actors.
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The Lemon Duck intrusion observed within FortiEDR platform is outlined below:

nn Lemon Duck malware is known to spread through multiple threat vectors targeting Windows and Linux machines. Some of the 
significant vectors include Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) brute-force attack, Server Message Block (SMB) password brute-force 
attack, spear-phishing emails with exploits attached, USB devices, and various Microsoft Exchange Server vulnerabilities.

nn After gaining initial access, it launches a PowerShell script via command prompt “cmd.exe” to communicate to its servers 
and to download additional payloads on the compromised machines based on the victim operating system (OS). Some of the 
secondary payloads downloaded by Lemon Duck malware include cryptocurrency miners, information-stealers, remote access 
Trojans (RATs), and backdoors.

nn Lemon Duck evades by uninstalling antivirus programs using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) commands and 
maintains persistence using scheduled tasks and Cobalt Strike payloads.

nn Additionally, it includes worm-like capabilities, which allow it to spread infections across its network connections and build a botnet.

nn This botnet also attempts to beacon and send critical data stolen from the infected machines to its C2 servers, such as 
username, passwords, system information/files, OS versions, etc.

Initial Access
Lemon Duck is a modular malware that typically has PowerShell-based malicious code. This PowerShell code comprises 
many capabilities and software exploits to gain initial access to a target’s system. Some initial access methods include 
exploits for Redis, Yarn, MS SQL Server, WebLogic, SSH, RDP, Smbghost, EternalBlue, and the recent Microsoft Exchange 
Server vulnerabilities.

Execution
Lemon Duck leverages a file-less execution technique to execute its code on the compromised system. It runs a PowerShell 
script that acts as a dropper to download an updated payload from its C2 URL. The below figure shows an initial PowerShell 
script that attempts to download “.jsp” file containing malicious instructions on the compromised host.

After downloading, this initial script launches the next-stage PowerShell script to establish communication with its C2. 
Additionally, the next stage payload also performs checksum validation of its hardcoded hash before continuing execution.

Powershell Script Execution
FortiEDR detected and blocked multiple events associated with the Lemon Duck botnet across numerous devices in FortiEDR 
platforms. The obfuscated Lemon Duck PowerShell scripts triggered the following event:

Figure 1: Malicious code to download Lemon Duck payload from its C2 site.

Figure 2: Post-infection connection to external IP by Lemon Duck malware via PowerShell script.

This malware executes IEX commands (Invoke-Expression in PowerShell) on the infected system. This type of PowerShell 
cmdlet is used to execute commands or expressions on the local computer, and is usually used to execute malicious code. 
In IEX commands, the backticks used in the command line are used to hide or obfuscate the malicious commands from 
detection by security solutions.
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The below PowerShell script in Figure 3 highlights the latest decoy domain generation tactic used by the botnet. The botnet 
uses “GetHostAddresses” from the “Net.Dns” runtime class to get an IP address of an active C2 domain. Then, based on the 
below PowerShell command lines, it uses fake hard-coded domains and combines them with IP addresses, which is then 
written to an output file at “c:\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts.” The malware also uses the Lemon_Duck variable to add 
data to pass to its C2 in the User-agent string.

Figure 3: Malicious PowerShell script, highlighted usage of backticks.

Figure 4: Schedule tasks created during Lemon Duck execution.

Figure 5: Schedule task command line tracked in threat-hunting telemetry.

Persistence
Lemon Duck malware then creates scheduled tasks that run every 60 minutes on the compromised host to download an 
updated copy of itself containing additional modules.

Lateral Movement
Lemon Duck leverages active port scanning for open ports to further exploit and spread to connected networks. Machines 
that have 65529/TCP listening ports open have already been compromised.
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It also uses EternalBlue exploit to perform remote code execution by sending specially crafted packets against Server Message 
Block (SMB) protocol. This exploitation is used as a method of lateral movement within a compromised machine’s network.

Figure 6: Port scanning for 445 SMB service.

Figure 7: Usage of PingCastle scanner to identify targets vulnerable to EternalBlue.

Figure 8: Example of embedded PowerShell scripts to execute exploits.

The exploit code for numerous vulnerabilities is contained in the script below; it probes for weaknesses within a compromised 
machine’s network, and exploitation is used as a method of lateral movement.
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Create Account: Local Account
As per the artifacts collected by FortiEDR, the threat actor attempted to run a “Net” command-line utility in Windows to create a 
user named “netcat” on the compromised server machine. The Net command: user netcat qweqwe$123 /add is used to create a 
local account on the server and is observed as evidence of Lemon Duck actors. This user account creation activity is a persistence 
mechanism to maintain access to victim systems.

Figure 9: New user account added using net command.

Figure 10: Global list of passwords found within Lemon Duck script.

Figure 11: Snippet of the PowerDump script within Lemon Duck main script.

Credential Dumping
Lemon Duck Leverages open-source tool known as PowerDump to perform credential harvesting on local systems.
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Threat Hunting
The following queries can be used in FortiEDR v5 Threat Hunting to identify potential anomalous events associated with 
this intrusion:

Figure 12: Command line to detect Lemon Duck activity.

Figure 13: Query to detect user account created by Lemon Duck threat actors.

Figure 14: Tactic used by Lemon Duck to uninstall antivirus security products.

Figure 15: Scheduled task named “t.netcat.com” created by Lemon Duck PowerShell script.

Figure 16: Scheduled task named “swcnmN1q” detection query.

Conclusion
In this article, we discussed the techniques employed by Lemon Duck botnet actors to gain initial access, maintain a foothold, and 
spread within a compromised network. Once Lemon Duck has a foothold, it’s only a matter of time before it moves laterally and 
takes control of the target network as it uses a range of exploits. We also talked about how Lemon Duck relies on some techniques, 
e.g., obfuscated PowerShell scripts, turning off antivirus programs, and file-less execution to avoid detection. FortiEDR’s advanced
real-time detection protects pre- and post-exploitation using the execution and exfiltration prevention EDR policies, and also the
threat hunting v5 comprehensive profile helps with the investigation.
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Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1190 Exploit public-facing 
application

Lemon Duck threat actor exploits vulnerable Redis, Yarn, MS SQL Server, 
WebLogic, SSH, RDP, Smbghost, EternalBlue, and the popular Microsoft 
Exchange Server vulnerabilities to gain initial access to the target system. 

Mitigation Deploy a web application firewall to prevent exploit traffic from reaching the application.

Scan web applications for common web vulnerabilities; fix or patch vulnerabilities that are 
discovered through scanning and through public disclosure.

Monitor application logs for abnormal behavior that may indicate attempted or successful exploitation. 

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiWeb, FortiPenTest, FortiClient and FortiGate 

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1059 Command and Scripting 
Interpreter: PowerShell

Lemon Duck threat actor used obfuscated PowerShell scripts throughout 
the infection chain from exploitation to execution to deliver next-stage 
payloads and credential dumping. 

Mitigation If PowerShell is not used in an environment, then simply looking for PowerShell execution may 
detect malicious activity.

PowerShell making external connections is another indicator of malicious activity. While there can 
be some administrative actions that perform this behavior, these should be whitelisted through a 
suitable EDR such as FortiEDR. 

Turn on PowerShell logging to get a better understanding of what happens during execution. For 
more information: Defenses Against PowerShell Attacks.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiSandbox and FortiEDR

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1047 Windows Management 
Instrumentation

The threat actor abused WMI service to interact with local systems.

Mitigation Monitor network traffic for WMI connections; the use of WMI in environments that do not typically use 
WMI may be suspect.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiSandbox, FortiEDR and FortiSIEM

MITRE ATT&CK

TA0001: Initial Access

TA0002: Execution 

https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/offense-and-defense-a-tale-of-two-sides-powershell
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TA0003: Persistence 

TA0005: Defense Evasion

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1136 Create account: local 
account 

Lemon Duck actors used net command-line utility to create local user 
account named “qweqwe$123” to maintain access to victim systems.

Mitigation Use multi-factor authentication for user and privileged accounts.

Audit domain and local system accounts on a regular basis to look for suspicious accounts that may 
have been created and or modified by an adversary.

Monitor for processes and command-line parameters associated with account creation, such as net 
user or useradd using EDR v5 threat hunting. 

Monitor event logs: Event ID 4720 is generated when a user account is created on a Windows 
system and domain controller.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSIEM and FortiAuthenticator

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1053.005 Scheduled task/job: 
scheduled task

Threat actor created scheduled tasks named “t.netcat.com” and 
“swcnmN1q” to maintain persistence.

Mitigation Monitor event logging for scheduled task creation and changes (turn on the setting “Microsoft-
Windows-TaskScheduler/Operational” within the event logging service).

Audit toolkits like the PowerSploit that can be used to probe systems for weaknesses in scheduled 
tasks that could be used to escalate privileges.

Monitor scheduled task creation using EDR v5 threat-hunting feature. 

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, and FortiSandbox

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1562 Defenses: disable or 
modify tools

This technique is used to disable security tools in order to evade 
from detection.

Mitigation Monitor processes and command-line arguments to see if security tools are killed or stop running. 

Monitor Registry edits for modifications to services and startup programs that correspond to 
security tools.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSandbox and FortiSIEM
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Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1003.002 OS credential dumping: 
Security Account 
Manager

Adversaries attempted to extract credential from the Security Account 
Manager (SAM) database through in-memory technique; PowerDump tool 
was used to retrieve the SAM database file that contains local accounts for 
the compromised host.

Mitigation Ensure that local administrator accounts have complex, unique passwords across all systems on 
the network.

Do not put user or admin domain accounts in the local administrator groups across systems. 

Disable or restrict NTLM.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSandbox

TA0006: Credential Access

IOCs
t[.]awcna[.]com

t[.]amxny[.]com

hxxp://down[.]sqlnetcat[.]com

hxxp://t[.]netcatkit[.]com/

941da851c01806fa983e972cb6f603399fbd6608df9280a753f3d2ed0fedafb5

hxxp://BFpAgU[.]com/$v.jsp?0.3 (v.jsp file appears to be the lemon duck payload)

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1027 Obfuscated files or 
Information

Lemon Duck uses obfuscated PowerShell scripts along with backticks to 
evade from signature-based detection.

Mitigation Network intrusion detection systems and email gateway filtering help to identify compressed and 
encrypted attachments and scripts.

Utilize the Antimalware Scan Interface (AMSI) on Windows 10 to analyze commands after being 
processed/interpreted.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiMail, FortiEDR, FortiSandbox and FortiGate




